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Easy-going with a good sense of humour, Angela is a natural storyteller who brings a whole-hearted, 
practical approach to wellbeing in every corporate environment. As a survivor and a ‘thriver’ of emotionally 
charged, high stake environments, Angela supports professionals to positively integrate being fully 
committed while avoiding burn out. 
  
Angela has the lived experience of how a professional’s personal wellbeing can directly impact performance. 
Formerly a Senior Communications Advisor to several Victoria Government ministers as well as to a 
number of high-profile Canadian diplomats, she often managed crisis communications in high stress 
environments. 
   
Through her Mind Your Mojo© offerings, Angela guides professionals to foster positive self-care habits to 
counter the negative impacts of stress. Her programs emphasise how positive resilience habits can become 
hard wired into the brain over time, ultimately boosting one’s resilience.  
  
In addition to being a meditation teacher recognised by the Meditation Association of Australia, a Hatha 
Yoga teacher as recognised by Yoga Australia, Angela has also studied Mindfulness and Resilience to Stress in 
the Workplace through the University of California at Berkeley. 
 
The foundation of Angela’s mindfulness programs can be found in the practices of Eastern contemplative 
traditions that she has practiced and studied for more than three decades. Angela shares simple yet 
profound ancient techniques backed by contemporary neuroscience in a modern way through public 
speaking events, retreats and workshops – all of which are practical and fun. 
 

Notable clients and recent speaking engagements include: 

Accru (Hobart) 
AIESEC Australia 
AustLaw 
Australian Legal Practice Managers Association 
(ALPMA) 
Canadian Australian Chamber of Commerce 
Cornwalls Law 
DuPont Sustainable Solutions 

HLB Mann Judd (Sydney) 
Institute of Patent & Trade Mark Attorneys of 
Australia (IPTA) 
Johnstone & Reimer Lawyers 
Melbourne Business Network 
Russell Kennedy Lawyers 
Yellowfin 
Victory Offices 
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